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AbstratThe task of hoosing between lexial near-equivalents in text generation requires the kind ofknowledge of �ne di�erenes between words that is typi�ed by the usage notes of ditionaries.We disuss the struture and ontent of usage notes, give an example of the appliation of ausage note in lexial hoie, and develop the onept of a formal, omputational `usage note'.1 Lexions for lexial hoie1.1 Lexial hoie and plesionymyThe problem of lexial hoie in text generation is to determine the word that onveys mostpreisely the denotation and onnotation that are to be expressed. The required meaningmay be spei�ed in either a language-independent knowledge representation or, in the aseof non-interlingual mahine translation, another natural language. (In the latter ase, theproblem is often known as lexial transfer.) Sometimes, the language will provide no suitableword, and a phrase will have to be onstruted; at other times, it will o�er many similarwords, and the problem is one of disriminating between lexial near-equivalents. The goalof this work is to develop a representation for the lexial information that omputationalsystems need in order to perform this disrimination.Our spei� interest is in representing the nuanes that distinguish groups of near-synonyms,or plesionyms (Cruse 1986). Plesionyms are not fully inter-substitutable, as they may varyin their shades of denotation or onnotation, or in the omponents of the meaning that theyemphasize. (They may also vary in their grammatial or olloational onstraints, but thesewon't onern us in this paper). Our approah is to study, formalize, and extend the kindsof information about lexial di�erentiation that appears in ditionary usage notes or booksof synonyms.1.2 The oneptual domain and the lexial domainOur goal is a representation for a lexion in whih semanti and stylisti distintions an bemade between synonyms and plesionyms, both within and aross languages. The entral ideais that oarse denotational di�erentiation ours at the language-independent oneptual level,and onnotational and �ne denotational di�erentiation ours at the language-dependentlevel, in the lexial entries themselves.Our starting point is a familiar idea: a onventional KL-ONE{style taxonomi knowledgebase that represents the oneptual knowledge of the system, and hene the basi oneptualdistintions made by words in all the languages under onsideration. The relations used inthe KB derive from standard semanti ase theory, and sentenes are represented as usual:as on�gurations of onepts and the relations that hold among them.Lexial entries for words in the language or languages of interest are assoiated with theorresponding onepts in the KB; two synonyms (in the same or di�erent languages) willmap to the same onept. More preisely, lexial entries are assoiated with on�gurations1



of a onept and various roles and �llers, in order to represent more �nely grained semantidistintions than those made by the onepts only: similar lexial items all map onto thesame, fairly general, semanti prediate, and the assoiated roles and �llers represent thesmaller denotational di�erenes (for details, see Stede 1993 or DiMaro, Hirst, and Stede1993).However, the strength of a purely oneptual approah is also an inherent weakness: thedi�erenes between plesionyms must be represented as di�erenes between onepts, andthis is not always easy or natural. But there has to be some plae at whih we slip fromonepts to words. Our proposal here is that it should be earlier rather than later. Thatis, the oneptual hierarhy is fairly oarse-grained|in e�et, it reords relatively language-independent onepts|and the �ne tuning is then done in the lexial entries for eah separatelanguage.1.3 An operational view of synonymy and near-synonymyGiven this representation, we an sidestep for our purposes the question that has long beendebated by linguists and lexiographers as to exatly what degree of inter-substitutabilityshould ount as synonymy or near-synonymy (f. Egan 1942, Spark Jones 1986, Cruse 1986).For us, synonymy and near-synonymy arise at the point in the oneptual network at whih a(language-independent) onept diverges into the set of (language-dependent) lexial entriesfor the words that, in one way or another, denote that onept. That is, the groups of wordsamong whih we need to disriminate are exatly the groups of words (in eah language ofinterest) that orrespond to eah single onept in the taxonomi hierarhy of the knowledgebase of the system. For onveniene, we shall refer to eah group as a set of plesionymsor near-synonyms, but we intend by these labels no theoretial import beyond that of thisoperational de�nition.2 Plesionym disrimination in ditionaries2.1 Information for disrimination from ditionary de�nitionsThe task of disriminating among synonyms and near-synonyms requires extensive lexio-graphi information, but little of this is expliitly given in onventional ditionaries. Lexi-ographers have traditionally plaed their emphasis on reating omprehensive lists of wordsof the language and distinguishing the separate senses of eah word. What we need is al-most the exat opposite: a omprehensive list of the senses of a language, distinguishing theseparate words of eah.1 Nevertheless, at least some of the information that we require fordistinguishing between near-synonyms is expliit, or nearly so, in the entries in a onventionalditionary. For example, the di�erenes between gawp, gaze, and stare, all of whih denotea kind of prolonged look, may be found from their entries in the Oxford advaned learner's1So-alled `reverse' or `themati' ditionaries (e.g., Kahn 1990, Glazier 1992) try to do something like this;but of ourse, the `senses' by whih they are organized are really just alphabetized words. A thesaurus suhas Roget's imposes a modest oneptual hierarhy on words, but does not list senses per se.2



gawp stare impolitely or stupidly.gaze look long and steadily (at sb/sth), usu in surprise or admiration.stare look (at sb/sth) with the eyes wide open in a �xed gaze (in astonishment, wonder, fear, et).Figure 1: De�nitions (abridged) of gawp, gaze, and stare from the OALD.ditionary (OALD ; fourth edition, 1989) (see Figure 1). Spei�ally, we �nd that to gaze isto look long and steadily; to stare is to do this with the eyes wide open; and gawping has theadditional requirement that the at be impolite or stupid.2.2 Usage notesWhere ditionaries do expliitly disriminate between near-synonyms is in their oasionalusage notes and lists of synonyms.2 An example of a usage note from the OALD is shownin Figure 2. But lexiographers do not seem to hold suh notes in high esteem, regardingthem perhaps more as a marketing gimmik than as true lexiographial sholarship, for theyour mainly in ditionaries aimed at the language-learner and ollege-student market, whilethe Oxford English Ditionary has none at all! Moreover, the number of notes is relativelysmall ompared to the size of the ditionaries; a hoie is made of a relatively small number ofases where disrimination is thought to be potentially troublesome for humans.3 In addition,there are on the market a number of books whose sole purpose is the disrimination of near-synonyms; that is, they ontain usage note{style disrimination of many more groups ofnear-synonyms than ditionaries do. However, many of these books seem to be intended asmuh for entertainment as information (e.g., When is a pig a hog?, Randall 1991), and eventhe largest an make no attempt to over all the plesionym groups of the language.4It is interesting to note that, even within a single ditionary, information in a usage notean be quite di�erent from, and indeed sometimes ontraditory to, that in the de�nitions.Compare Figure 2 with Figure 1. Unlike the de�nitions, the usage note says that gawpingrequires an open mouth, but doesn't mention that it is a sublass of staring; the de�nitionof stare says that staring involves gazing, though the usage note implies that the two aredistint; and for gaze, the de�nition emphasizes surprise or admiration, while the usage note2Some usage notes, of ourse, over other aspets of language, suh as grammar and pronuniation, that donot onern us here. And the Amerian heritage ditionary of the English language (third edition, 1992) usesthe term synonym paragraph, reserving usage note for remarks mostly onerning grammar and `orretness'.3In the OALD, with 27,000 entries, there are just 200 usage notes; about half are disriminations of near-synonyms, eah distinguishing, typially, four or �ve words. The Longman ditionary of ontemporary English(seond edition, 1987) has 400 usage notes; the Amerian heritage has 900 synonym paragraphs (not all ofwhih inlude disriminations), as well as oasional information about nuane in its usage notes.4Modern guide to synonyms and related words (Hayakawa 1968) laims to o�er \more than 1000 essays[omparing℄ 6000 words"; Webster's new ditionary of synonyms (Gove 1984) makes no laim as to size, butby our estimate is about twie as big again. 3



look. 1 Look (at) means to diret one's eyes towards a partiular objet: Just look at this beautifulpresent. Æ I looked in the upboard but I ouldn't �nd a lean shirt. 2 Gaze (at) means tokeep one's eyes turned in a partiular diretion for a long time. We an gaze at somethingwithout looking at it if our eyes are not foussed: He spent hours gazing into the distane.Æ She sat gazing unhappily out of the window. 3 Stare (at) suggests a long, deliberate,�xed look. Staring is more intense than gazing, and the eyes are often wide open. Itan be impolite to stare at somebody: I don't like being stared at. Æ She stared at me inastonishment. 4 Peer (at) means to look very losely and suggests that it is diÆult tosee well: We peered through the fog at the house numbers. Æ He peered at me through thikglasses. 5 Gawp (at) means to look at someone or something in a foolish way with themouth open: What are you gawping at? Æ He just sits there gawping at the television allday! Figure 2: Usage note for look from the OALD.highlights the possibility of unfoused gazing.3 A study of usage notesBoth the struture and ontent of the usage notes of ditionaries and books of synonymsprovide a great deal of useful information about lexial disrimination that we wish to adaptfor omputational use.3.1 The struture of usage notesWhile the style and length of usage-note entries varies somewhat (for example, the disrimi-nations of Hayakawa (1968) are longer and more like essays), the following struture is har-ateristi:� A statement of the meaning that is entral or ommon to the set of words beingdisriminated. This is sometimes omitted in the OALD and LDOCE, or is impliitin the hoie of the headword under whih the note appears; the OALD often speaksof the most neutral word, the most general, the most usual, the one with the widestuse.� A desription of the fators that distinguish eah word in the set (f. Egan 1942):1. Impliations: Denotational di�erenes between the meanings of words.2. Connotations: Nuanes that `olour' a word's meaning.3. Appliations: Restritions on a word's use.� Examples of the use of eah word in the set.4



(An individual entry might also list analogous words, ontrasted words, and antonyms; thesedo not onern us here.)3.2 The ontent of usage notesThe desriptions of distinguishing fators follow a style or `language' partiular to the notes.The elements of the language inlude the denotative and onnotative dimensions and featuresthat we desribe below, an in�nite (but onstrained) lass of emphases, and a set of `operators'suh as most general, most usual, mostly used, not normally used, neutral word, strong,emphasizes, suggests, and usually assoiated with.In a study desribed more fully by DiMaro, Hirst, and Stede (1993), we lassi�ed thefators that were given in the OALD and LDOCE to explain the di�erenes between the wordsovered by eah note. We observed that there were ertain dimensions that were used quitefrequently as denotative or onnotative di�erentiae. Altogether, we noted 26 suh dimensionsfor denotation and 12 for onnotation (inluding a few that we added from the disussion ofVinay and Darbelnet (1958)). (We don't, of ourse, laim this set to be omplete or de�nitive.)Some of the dimensions are simple binary hoies; others are ontinuous. Some examples arelisted in Figure 3. Eah line of the �gure shows a dimension of di�erentiation (named, in mostases, for its endpoints), followed by example sentenes in whih two plesionyms or synonymsvary along that dimension. We have tried to show `pure' examples, but often, of ourse, pairsof words will vary in several features simultaneously.It should be noted that these lexial features for di�erentiation are not intended to be anykind of primitives for deompositional semantis. We are not using them to represent wholemeanings, but rather to represent di�erenes between meanings.4 An example of lexial hoie with the help of a usage noteLet us onsider the proess that would be followed in employing a usage note to disriminatebetween lexial near-equivalents. For example, the lexial-hoie problem might our withina mahine translation system; for this kind of task, eah lexial hoie should be the one thatbest preserves the intent of the original soure text.From the following examples, we observe that, even in everyday writing, the same soure-language word an be translated by di�erent target-language words, aording to the par-tiular translation situation. In the following pairs of sentenes, the word uts has the samedenotation in eah ase, but the translator has hosen oupes in one plae, emphasizing thesize of the uts, and r�edutions in the other, emphasizing the result of utting:(1) (a) The Hon. Don Mazankowski's �rst budget featured huge uts in the transferpayments for post-seondary eduation.(b) Le premier budget de l'honorable Don Mazankowski pr�evoit des oupes sombresdans les paiements de transfert au titre de l'enseignement postseondaire.55CAUT/APCU bulletin, 39(4), April 1992, p. 1. 5



Denotational dimensionsIntentional/aidental:She fstared at j glimpsedg him throughthe window.Continuous/intermittent:Wine fseeped j drippedg from the barrel.Immediate/iterative:She fstruk j beatg the drum.Sudden/gradual:The boy fshot j edgedg aross the road.Terminative/non-terminative:Elle ffripa j hi�onag la hemise.She frumpled up j rumpledg the note.Emotional/non-emotional:Their frelationship j aquaintaneg haslasted for many years.Degree:We often have fmist j fogg along theoast.
Connotative dimensionsFormal/informal:He was finebriated j drunkg.Abstrat/onrete:The ferror j blunderg ost him dearly.Pejorative/favorable:That suit makes you look fskinny jslimg.Foreful/weak:The building was ompletelyfdestroyed j ruinedg by the bomb.Emphasis:I farranged j organizedg a meeting ofthe ommittee.He fried j weptg in pain.They had been fenemies j foesg formany years.Figure 3: Examples of features that ditionary usage notes addue in word di�erentiation.(2) (a) To date the umulative loss (up to 1992{93) in transfers will be $4.8 billion.The Finane Minister did not announe these uts in his speeh.(b) �A e jour et jusqu'en 1992{1993, la perte umulative s'�el�evera �a 4.8 milliards dedollars. Le ministre des Finanes n'a pas annon�e es r�edutions dans son disoursdu budget.6As a partiular senario, we will suppose that we need to hoose from among Englishlook ing words that will translate the Frenh regarder in a newspaper artile dealing with a aseof possible sexual harassment. Thus, the following sentene might our in this ontext:(3) Elle pensait qu'il la regardait �xement.Aording to Atkins et al (1978), Bailly (1970), and B�ena (1956), regarder, by itself, ansuggest deliberate looking, or, ombined with modi�ers, an suggest various nuanes relatedto time and intention. So, hoosing whether regarder is translated by simple look ing, losepeer ing, or intense star ing will onvey subtly di�erent meanings.We will employ the usage note given in Figure 2 above to help us hoose between look, gaze,stare, peer, and gawp. Our starting point is look, the entral, or unmarked, word in this set;it is the anonial translation of regarder. The haraterization of look as a direting of one's6ibid. 6



eyes towards a partiular objet provides an initial disrimination ontext that, by default,will be a suitably neutral hoie for the given situation. We an think of a disriminationontext as a desription, at di�erent levels of abstration, of the lexial-hoie situation. Inthis desription, we might store information about:� Sentential ontext of the word being translated. We will look at the harateristisof other words in the sentene or surrounding text to see whether they suggestnuanes that an help us to disriminate among the set of near-synonyms. Wewould look to the usage notes for these neighbouring words to obtain suh semantiand stylisti information.� Global ontext. We will also need to look at the properties of the events and entitiesdesribed in the text. Suh information would be obtained from the knowledge basethat, as we desribed in Setion 1.2, forms the basis of our lexial representation.As we ontinue to evaluate possible lexial hoies, we will update the disrimination ontext,to build up a desription of the most appropriate hoie for the given situation.After look, the next possibility in the usage note is gaze. We note that gaze has anadditional nuane denoting an extended period of looking. We would examine the urrentsentential ontext to see whether we an determine that the ation of looking was prolonged.Cue words or phrases (e.g., �xement, longuement, attentivement) might our in the sententialontext, or we might infer, diretly or indiretly, the length of the looking from the globalontext (e.g., there might be a losely related event that implies this onlusion, suh as thelooker remaining in the same physial loation for some time). If we an determine, as inthis partiular ase, that the looking was prolonged, then we would update the disriminationontext by adding this new evidene.In ontrast to the neutrality of look and the simple nuane of gaze, stare an imply severaldi�erent kinds of denotative and onnotative aspets. The ation of looking must be \long";again, this ould be inferred from the sentential ontext, as in the example, or the globalontext. The looking may also be \deliberate" or \�xed". These denotative distintions anbe more diÆult to verify than simple length of time. We might hek the sentential ontextfor ue words, but there might be no overt assertion of the deliberateness of the ation. Wemight then try to reason from information in the global ontext|for example, an we inferfrom the surrounding text that the writer intends to imply that the looker made a onsiousdeision to move to a position lose to the person? We know that staring is \more intense"than looking or gazing, and sometimes even impolite. What information from the sententialor global ontexts might suggest that impoliteness is denoted?Continuing in the usage note, we know also that peering an suggest diÆulty of seeingwell. If the looker is myopi or known to wear thik glasses, then we ould surmise that hepeered at the person.Thus, some of the information about the appropriateness of a word may be availablediretly from the sentential ontext, but other information must be inferred from the globalontext. As we work through the ases in the usage note, making reasoned assumptions andinferenes, we gradually build up evidene. Eventually, we will produe a `portrait' of the7



word most suitable for the given situation. In the example given, we would hoose stared asthe translation of regardait, given the information that the looking was done �xedly, but, ifwe had additional knowledge that the looker was extremely near-sighted, then peered wouldbe the more appropriate hoie.But it is not always the ase that we will want to hoose the most spei� word; sometimes,the unmarked word will be the most appropriate hoie. One reason for this is that we maybe dealing with unertain and inexat information. It may be diÆult to determine, withstrong ertainty, that a ondition implying a ertain lexial nuane does exist. The evidenewe build up during the onsideration of the various lexial hoies may not be onlusive, andso the unmarked word may be the best �t for the given situation.From this example of employing a usage note for lexial disrimination, it is apparent thatthe proess of hoosing among lexial near-equivalents an be haraterized by the followingspei�ations:� Various kinds of information about the lexial-hoie situation are needed, inludingsentential and global ontexts.� A disrimination ontext is built up as the various lexial hoies are onsidered.� Assumptions and inferenes using the various levels of ontext provide evidene toupdate the disrimination ontext.� These inferenes may be based on inomplete and inexat information.5 The formal, omputational usage noteHow ould this kind of lexial hoie be automated for use in omputational text-generationand mahine translation systems as desribed in Setion 1 above? The requirements fall intothree lasses: data, representation, and proess.The data requirement is that for eah language of interest, for eah onept in our hierarhythat has more than one word attahed, exept in the rare ase of absolute inter-substitutabilitythere must be some kind of `omputational' or `formal' usage note that disriminates amongthe words. This information is essentially lexiographi, and ould be based, at least in part,on the usage notes that already exist in ditionaries and books of synonym disrimination.Setion 6 below disusses the lexiographi impliations of this.The representation and proess requirements are that this data be inluded in the lexialentries in a form that the system is able to use. Literal natural-language usage notes areobviously not suitable; nevertheless, the representation must be able to express essentiallythe same information.Our study of denotative and onnotative lexial disrimination features in Setion 3.2above is a start in determining exatly what needs to be inluded. Given a set of featuressuh as these, a very natural representation is a disrimination tree or network (muh likehoosers in the Penman projet (1989)), or, perhaps, more generally, a set of pattern{ationrules. But in pratie, this is too simplisti. First, suh a method assumes that we always8



wish to use the most spei� word available, and we saw in Setion 4 above that this is notalways so. Seond, as we also showed, lexial hoie often involves a trade-o� among a set ofimperfet hoies after all have been evaluated; this is not easily modelled in suh systems.We are ontinuing, therefore, to study possible representations and their assoiated deisionproesses.6 Impliations for lexiographyIf our model of lexial hoie is to be pratial, we need formal usage notes for most oneptsin our knowledge base. However, the usage notes of onventional ditionaries and ditionariesof synonyms are little more than a oneptual starting point for this.First, no set of usage-note data is omplete; even Gove 1984 omits many words. Creatingthe union of the various data sets would be a major lexiographi task, and there would still,of ourse, be gaps. Seond, the notes in their present natural language form are, in general,not amenable to automati onversion to any kind of omputationally usable representation.Third, the set of disriminations that is required is ompletely dependent on the partiularknowledge base. A lexial disrimination entred upon a single onept annot be easilyadapted to entre upon a separate, related onept for a knowledge base that arves theworld up in a slightly di�erent way. We an expet to see, in the not-too-distant future, thedevelopment of some large, general, and widely used taxonomi hierarhies for AI and naturallanguage systems; it is only with the oming of suh ontologies that the e�ort of onstrutingaompanying lexial disriminations would be worthwhile (and it is in antiipation of thatday that we undertake this researh).Nevertheless, it is lear that representing lexial disriminations for lexial hoie is animportant problem, and that ditionary usage notes as they presently exist give both a largekernel of data upon whih to build, and insight into the nature of lexial disrimination itself.We believe that with the development of large taxonomi hierarhies and systems for lexialhoie, the onstrution of large-overage sets of lexial disriminations for text-generationsystems will beome an important area of researh in lexiography.AknowledgementsFor disussion, enouragement, inspiration, lever ideas, or good advie, we are indebtedto Manfred Stede, Frank Tompa, Eduard Hovy, and Anne Marie Miraglia. Our researh issupported by grants from the Natural Sienes and Engineering Researh Counil of Canada.ReferenesAmerian heritage ditionary of the English language, third edition. Houghton Mi�in, 1992.Atkins, Beryl T. et al (1978). Collins-Robert Frenh{English English{Frenh ditionary. Lon-don: Collins and Paris: Soi�et�e du Nouveau Littr�e.9
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